
 
From: Bruce A. Christensen <BChristensen@christensengroup.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2018 3:14 PM  
To: Bruce A. Christensen <BChristensen@christensengroup.com>  
Subject: STOPTHELID.COM UPDATE – VOTE! 
 
Tuesday’s election is a referendum on Edina’s pace of change and the vision of its leadership. 
 

Pace of Change 
 
You simply need to look at the Met Council population targets if you are concerned about the pace of 
growth and its impact on schools, roads, traffic, as well as the staff it takes to run a larger population 
base.  We are well ahead of Met Council forecasts.  Why does our leadership think that being ahead of 
the Met Council projections is a good outcome?   
 
Under this Council’s watch, we are experiencing historic change.  Council Member Fischer delivered a 
guest column for the Sun Current defending Edina’s pace of change (Click HERE).  He took this 
opportunity to “notice a trend, especially through social media, for inaccurate information to be spread 
throughout our community.”  In our opinion, this was another missed opportunity to acknowledge 
resident concerns.  Instead, he chose to recite metro-wide growth data rather than address actual U.S. 
Census and Met Council population statistics for Edina. Isn’t this misinformation?   
 
He also missed the opportunity to directly address Edina Public School’s 2022-23 K-5 projections of 
overcapacity.  A projection made even more challenging due to the 7,000 additional residents we will 
add between 2010 and 2020.  Interesting, and to our point, was his observation that his own 
neighborhood has grown by 42% due to empty-nesters selling to families.     
 
Is this the carefully managed growth we “want and need” as required by the 2008 Comprehensive Plan?   
 

Leadership Vision  
 
Grandview Green aka The Lid is a symbol of the dramatic disconnect between residents and current 
leaders.   
 
Both the Star Tribune and Sun Current have recently reported – Edina Taps the Brakes on the 
Lid.  Tapping the brakes does not mean abandoning this leadership team’s development ambitions.  The 
recent change of heart to merely “tap the brakes” would not have happened but for an election.  All 
council members have been previously aware of our petition of over 2,000 signers thoughtfully 
imploring the Council to stop, inform, & survey.    
 
Both Mike Fischer and Kevin Staunton recently wrote in the Sun Current about resident confusion and 
misinformation about Grandview Green. In response, we have prepared a Grandview Green timeline 
titled “Hey, Kevin and Mike. Maybe you’re confused.” Click HERE for a detailed report.   
 
Our City Council’s indifference to resident petition efforts reminds us of Kevin Staunton’s prescient 
comment during the 2017 50th & France approval meeting, “I get the anxiety of people in the 
neighborhood … it is now our turn [the city] to manage the ecosystem.” 

https://www.hometownsource.com/sun_current/free/guest-column-debate-over-pace-of-change-in-edina-needs/article_7020f01c-d2e6-11e8-8117-7741ba9f89cd.html
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b365b481137a6f5bf6c11fa/t/5bd8af142b6a28f5203fc4df/1540927253051/Grandview+Green+Timeline.pdf


 
The Walk with the Mayor a few Sundays ago appeared to some in attendance as a developer’s 
presentation of its grand vision.  We still wonder why our city wants to play the role of real estate 
developer and expose even more precious city resources?   
 
The Grandview district planning has labored for 10 years with only one massive new structure to show 
for the literally millions of dollars and staff time.  Without a viable Plan B for the Grandview district, Plan 
A (The Lid) will be resurfacing.  We will need to stay alert.   
 

The Way Forward 
 
Just imagine if the investment of time (10 years) and treasure ($500,000) for the Lid/Grandview district 
had been redirected to a thorough city master plan.  Imagine a 10 year city-wide engagement process 
that would address schools, traffic, city staff levels.  Imagine if the city strictly adhered to zoning and 
other building ordinances to provide neighborhood confidence in this period of property redevelopment 
and tear downs.   
 

Edina deserves leaders who seek to simplify our local government.  Leaders who earn 
resident confidence by listening and responding.  Leaders who understand that beating Met 
Council growth targets is not something to be proud of but to be concerned about.   Leaders 
who don’t need an election to show empathy. 
 
One week from today we will choose two council members to provide an important counterbalance to 
market forces and urban planning dreams.   
 
Vote and encourage others to vote as we embark on this critical period of change! Stop The Lid Voting 
Guide 
 
Bruce Christensen 
 
Please share this message with other residents. To sign up for email updates, visit stopthelid.com 
 
Notable Quotes:   
“Your arbitrary push for density and height will break the city neighborhood pact,” one man said. “Why build 
for others at the expense of current Edina residents?”  Star Tribune June 4, 2018 
 
“Mayor Jim Hovland concurred, it isn’t realistic to regard Edina as a suburb in the traditional sense 
anymore …” Southwest Journal July 10, 2017  
 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b365b481137a6f5bf6c11fa/t/5bbbbc64e2c48396dc0bfb56/1539030117461/Memo+10.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b365b481137a6f5bf6c11fa/t/5bbbbc64e2c48396dc0bfb56/1539030117461/Memo+10.pdf
http://www.stopthelid.com/

